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All uniformly distributed sequences of k-dimensional lattice points of the 
form (([wJ ,..., [nor,])), 0~~ real, n = 1, 2 ,..., are determined, thereby settling a 
problem of L. A. Rubel. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of a uniformly distributed (u.d.) sequence in a locally 
compact group was introduced by Rubel [6]. In particular, this gives rise 
to a concept of uniform distribution (u.d.) in the discrete additive 
group 2? of k-dimensional lattice points, k > 1. In the special case k = 1, 
when we have the group of integers, the definition coincides with a 
definition given earlier by Niven [4]. Examples of u.d. sequences of integers 
can be easily constructed, e.g., the sequences (an + b), a = &I, b E 2, 
n = 1, 2,.... By a direct argument [4] or by invoking a theorem of 
Vanden Eynden [9] (see also [5]), one obtains the uniform distributivity 
in 2 of the sequences ([na]) with irrational CL Niven already investigated 
the problem whether there might be other real numbers 01 such that 
(@I) is u.d. in 2, and he could give the following complete characteri- 
zation: ([KxY]) is u.d. in Z iff either LY. is irrational or cy = l/d with a nonzero 
integer d [4]. Rubel [6] took up this problem and posed it in the following 
generalized version: What are the k-tuples (01~ ,..., 01~) of real numbers 
such that w  = (([nol,],..., [no,])) is a u.d. sequence of k-dimensional 
lattice points ? In the present paper, we solve this problem for all values 
of k. Our final result is expressed in the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. If 1, CQ ,..., elk are linearly independent over the rationals, 
* An abstract of the results of this paper was presented at the Six-Hundred-and- 
Eighty-First Meeting of the American Mathematical Society at Urbana, Illinois, on 
November 28, 1970. 
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then w  is u.d. in 2”. !~‘cQ ,..., ffk are linearly dependent over the ratio&s, 
then w is not u.d. in Z”. In the remaining case, there exists a unique linear 
relation of the form S~CQ + ... + skak + s = 0 with si , s E Z, s > 0, 
gcdh ,...> sk , s) = 1. The uniform distributivity of w depends solely on 
the coeficients si and s. The sequence w is u.d. in Zk in exactly the following 
mutually exclusive cases: (i) s 1 si , si # 0, for some i; (ii) s = 2, the number 
of nonzero si is at least three and odd, all nonzero si are odd. 
We first give some general results on u.d. in Z”, notably a generalization 
of VandenEynden’s theorem, the Weyl criterion, and some of its conse- 
quences. An important step in the proof of Theorem A will be the transition 
from the discrete to a continuous problem, relating the uniform distri- 
butivity of o in Zk with conditions on the volume of certain subsets of 
Rk-l. The proof is completed by considering arithmetical properties of the 
explicit expression for the volume of such sets. Some technical difficulties 
have to be overcome in this last part of the paper. 
2. SOME GENERAL RESULTS 
In the special case of the discrete additive group Z”, Rubel’s definition 
of u.d. in a locally compact group attains the following form. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let M = (ml ,..., mk) be a k-tuple of natural numbers, 
and let o = ((a,, ,..., ank)), n = 1, 2 ,..., be a given sequence of k-dimensional 
lattice points. For a natural number N and a k-tuple d = (dI ,..., dk) of 
integers, the counting function A(d, m; N; u) is defined to be the number 
of indices n, 1 < n < N, such that simultaneously: 
a 121 = d,(mod ml),..., ank = d,(mod mk). 
Then u is u.d. mod(m, ,..., mk) (or mod m) if 
(2.1) 
lim AM m; N; u> = 1 for all d. 
N-r- N m1m2 “. mk 
Furthermore, u is u.d. in Zk ~fu is u.d. mod m for all possible m. 
Remark 1. It is just a matter of convenience that we consider all 
possible k-tuples d of integers. It would, of course, suffice to consider 
only those d = (dI ,..., dk) with 0 < di < mi for 1 < i < k. 
Remark 2. By comparing the counting functions, it follows easily 
that u.d. mod(ml ,..., mJ implies u.d. mod(r, ,..., rk) provided that ri is a 
positive divisor of mi for 1 < i ,< k. 
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The general Weyl criterion for u.d. in locally compact abelian groups, 
as given by Berg, Rajagopalan, and Rubel [l], implies the following 
criteria (as usual, we abbreviate exp(x) = ezmis for real x): 
THEOREM 2.1. (Weyl criterion for u.d. mod m). The sequence 
0 = ((an1 >*.-> a,,)) is u.d. mod ~2 = (m, ,..., mR) i#” 
for all k-tuples (j, ,..., k j ) of integers with 0 < ji < mi and not all ji = 0. 
THEOREM 2.2. (Weyl criterion for u.d. in Zk). The sequence 
0 = KG1 ,*..9 a,,)) is u.d. in Zk ifs 
for all k-tuples (rl ,..., rk) of rationals, not all ri integers. 
We now prove a simple consequence of these Weyl criteria which will 
be used later on. 
THEOREM 2.3. The sequence cr = ((a,, ,..., a,,k)) is u.d. in Zk IT, fO?' all 
k-tuples (a ,..., sk) of integers with gcd(s, ,..., sk) = 1, the sequence (b,), 
b, = sIanI + *es + slcanlc , is u.d. in Z. 
Proof. Suppose u is u.d. in Z”. We show the u.d. of (b,) by means of 
Theorem 2.2 with k = 1 (which is known as the Niven-Uchiyama 
criterion [7]). Take a rational r $ Z, r = p/q, gcd(p, q) = 1, q > 1. 
The rationals rsl ,..., rsk are not all integers, for otherwise q 1 si y 1 < i < k. 
Therefore: 
lim !- 5 exp(rb,) = &nm 4 f exp(rs,a,, 
N+m N + “’ + rskanic) = 0. 
VI=1 f&=1 
Conversely, suppose all sequences (b,) are u.d. in Z. Choose rationals 
rl ,.,., rk, not all integers. Then ri = (t/q) si, 1 < i < k, with si E Z, 
gcdh ,..., sk) = 1, (t/q) $ Z. Thus 
)z -& 5 exp(rlanl + *” 4 hank) 
F&=1 
= i% f g exp (+ (~,a,, + ... + ~,a,,)) = 0 
?&=l 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let m, ,..., mk be given natural numbers. The sequence 
u = ((a,, ,..., ank)) is ud. in Zk i#u is u.d. mod (tmI ,.. ., tmJ for all t > 1. 
Proof. The condition is certainly necessary. As to sufficiency, let 
s1 ,..., sk be natural numbers, and let s > 1 be a common multiple. Then u 
is u.d. mod(sm, ,..., smk), and so, by Remark 2, u is u.d. mod(s, ,..., sk). 
Since sr ,..., sk were arbitrary, u is u.d. in Z”. 
In order to settle the first and simplest case of Theorem A, we generalize 
a result which is due to VandenEynden [9] in the case k = 1 (see also l-51). 
As to the pertinent facts about u.d. in the k-dimensional unit cube 
E” = {(x1 ,..., xk):O<xi<l,l <i<k},wereferto[2]. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let m, ,..., mk be natural numbers, x,,* real numbers. If 
T = (({x,,/m,> ,..., {x,dm,})) is u.d. in Ek, then u = (([x,J ,..., [x&I)) is u.d. 
mod M = (ml ,..., mk). 
Proof. For a natural number m, an integer j with 0 <j < m, and 
real x, we have [x] = j(mod m) precisely if {x/m} E b/m, (j + 1)/m). Let 
d = (dI ,..., d,), 0 < di < mi , be a given k-tuple of integers, let B be the 
brick B = {(x1 ,..., xk) E Rk : dJmi < xi < (di + l)/mi , 1 < i < k}, and 
let A(B; N) be the counting function corresponding to B and the sequence 
T. Then A(&, m; N; u) = A(B; N), hence 
lim A(d; <HZ.; N--f7i N; u)/N = $F~ A(B; N)/N = l/m,m, -.. mk . 
COROLLARY 1. rf (({x,,/m,},..., {x,k/mk})) iS u.d. in Ek for all k-tuples 
of natural numbers (m, ,.,., m,), then u is ud. in Z”. 
COROLLARY 2. Zfl, CQ ,..., (Ye are linearly independent over the rationals, 
then o = (([nol,] ,..., [nf+])) is u.d. in Z”. 
Corollary 2 was already stated in [6], but no formal proof was given 
there. The second assertion in Theorem Acan also be settled in an easy way. 
THEOREM 2.6. Ifal ,..., 01~ are linearly dependent over the rationals, then 
w  = (([nq] ,.,., [nak])) is not u.d. in Z”. 
Proof. WLOG the linear relation between the 01~ is of the form 
Sl% + "' + &&dk = 0, Si E Z, gcd(sr )***) Sk) = 1. Assume that w  is u.d. 
in Z”. Then, by Theorem 2.3, the sequence (s&tall $ -1. + s&t%]), 
n = 1, 2,..., is u.d. in Z. But 
/ s&d + ‘-- + sk[nmkli = 1 sl{%> + -‘- + skhk:>t < 1 sl 1 + '** + 1 Sk 1) 
hence the sequence is bounded, so it cannot be u.d. in Z. 
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It follows that if (([na,],..., [nc+J)) is u.d. in Zk, then at most one of the 
old can be rational. The case where one of the 01~ is rational causes no 
difficulties. Let us note, once and for all, that the uniform distributivity 
of w  will not be violated if we permute some of the oli . 
THEOREM 2.7. Ifone of the iyi , say 01~ , is rational, then (([na,],..., [n%])) 
is u.d. in Zk @aI = Ildfor a nonzero integer d and 1, 01~ ,..., ak are linearly 
independent over the rationals. 
Proof. Since, by Theorem 2.3, every coordinate sequence of a u.d. 
sequence in Zk is u.d. in Z, (Ye has to be of the above form by Niven’s 
result (see Section 1). Furthermore, cyl ,..., ak have to be linearly inde- 
pendent over the rationals by Theorem 2.6, so 1, 01~ ,..., ak will be linearly 
independent over the rationals. 
Conversely, suppose the two conditions of the theorem are satisfied. 
We first consider d > 0. We show that the sequence w  = (([nc~,],..., [ncz,])), 
n = 0, 1) 2 ,...) is u.d. in Zk. Choose k-tuples m = (ml ,..., mk) of natural 
numbers and d = (dl ,..., dk) of integers with 0 < di < mi for 1 < i ,< k. 
A(k, m; N; w) now counts the number of solutions of the system (2.1) with 
0 < n < N. Write N = qmld + u, 0 < u < m,d. Because of 
q A(d; m; qm, d, w) < A(d; M; N; CIJ) 
Jv \ 4 N 
G 4+ 1 A(d;*n;(g+ l)mld;w) 
N 4+1 
it suffices to show: 
F+? (A(d; m’; qm, d; w))/q = d/m, -.* mk . (2.2) 
We note that [n/d = d,(mod m,), [nail = di(mod m3, 2 < i < k, 
0 < n -=c qm,d, is equivalent to 
n = rm,d + d,d + t(0 d r < q, 0 < t < d), 
Mxlmi)> E [4/w , (4 + 1)/w) for 2 < i < k. (2.3) 
For fixed t, 0 Q t < d, the number of solutions n of (2.3) is equal to the 
number of r, 0 < r < q, such that 
km1 44mJ + (4 d + Wh>> E [4/mi , (4 + 1)/M, 2<i<k. 
Setting rBi = ml d(uui/mi), ci = (4 d + t)(cxJrn$), 2 < i < k, the number 
of such r is equal to the number of elements from the sequence 
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lying in the set 
M = ((x2 ,..., xk) E E”-l : {xi + ci} E [di/mi , (di -j- I)/mJ, 2 < i < k}. 
But p = (({r/&} ,..., {F&})), r = 0, 1, 2 ,..., is a u.d. sequence in E”-l and M 
is a finite union of bricks in Ek-l, thus the asymptotic relative frequency 
of elements from p in the set M is equal to X(M) = l/m, *.* mk , where A 
denotes (k - l)-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Since there are d different 
values for t, we have shown (2.2). In case d -=c 0, we look at the sequence 
w = (([ml] ,..., [nak])), n = 1, 2 ,.... As in the first case, it suffices to show 
lim,,, (A(d; m; qm, 1 d 1; w)/q) = 1 d l/m2 .*a mk . We note that 
[@I = d,(mod m,), [nail = di(mod mi), 2 < i d k, 1 < IZ d qm,l d I, 
is equivalent to 
n = (-rml + 4) d - t(1 < r < q, 0 < t < / d I), 
The rest follows as in the first case. 
For later reference, the following auxiliary result will be useful. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ei = fl, 1 < i < k. Then w1 = (([nyx,],..., [n$+k])) 
is u.d. in 2” whenever w = (([na,] ,..., [nak])) is ad. in Zk. 
Proof. If one of the 01~ is rational, then the result follows from 
Theorem 2.7. If all 01~ are irrational, then WLOG ~~ = - 1, 1 < i < r, 
E$ = 1, r < i 9 k. We have [--xl = -[xl - 1 for x $2. Thus, for 
dl = (4 ,..., dk) and d = ( -dl - l,..., -d, - 1, d,,, ,..., d,), we get 
A(d, ; m; N; wi) = A(&, +VZ; N; w) for all m and the proof is complete. 
3. TRANSITION TO A CONTINUOUS PROBLEM 
It remains to consider k-tuples (01~ ,..., ak) of irrationals 01~ such that 
1, % ,***, 01~ are linearly dependent, but 01~ ,..,, ak are linearly independent 
over the rationals. In this case, there exists a unique linear relation of 
the form 
Sl% + '-' + sk(Yk + ..? = 0 si, s E 2, s > 0, gCd(S, ,..., Sk, S) = 1. 
(3.1) 
We introduce the following way of speaking. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. The number h of nortzero coeficients si , 1 < i < k, 
in (3.1) is called the height of the system q ,..., c+ . 
WLOG we can always assume that si # 0 for 1 < i < h and si = 0 
for h + 1 < i < k. Of course, h = 1 is equivalent to ~yr being rational. 
Since this case was already settled in Theorem 2.7, we can suppose h > 1 
in the sequel. By Lemma 2.1, the signs of the CL~ are at our disposal. We 
choose them in such a way that t& = t&$ + a** + thjlh + s with 
ti = 1 .Q 1 and pi = &CQ for 1 < i < h. Essentially, we now employ an 
idea which was already used in the proof of Theorem 2.7, but we have to 
cope with some more complications. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let PI ,..., @, be a system of height h > 1 satisfying a 
linear relation 
t1B1 = t&h + *** + @A + s with natural numbers ti and s. (3.2) 
Then w = CCb&l,..., M&IN is u.d. ir Zk l&for all sets M of the form 
M = ((x2 ,*.*, xh) E Rh-I : {x2 + -” + xh - altl/s) 
>, (W, xi E b&/s, (ai + 1) tds>, 2 d i < 4, 
a, E 2, 0 < ai < s, (3.3) 
we have X(M) = (tz me* th/sh-‘)(l - {t,/s}), where h denotes the (h - l)- 
dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
Proof. Put mi = st, --*t&for1 <i<handmi=lforh+ 1 <i<k. 
By Theorem 2.4, it suffices to consider the distribution of 
w  mod(tm, ,..., tm& for all t > 1. 
To have shorter notation, we setp, = tmi for 1 < i < k andp = tt, a*- th . 
For all integers b, ,..., bl, with 0 < ba < pi, we know that 
Ml = bdmodpd, l<i<k, 
is equivalent to (n(@Jpi)) E [hi/pi , (bi + 1)/p& 1 d i < k. Using the 
linear relation (3.2), we get 
NVP~ + **a + n@dptJ + n/p> E PI/p,, WI + WPA 
{nW~d> E [hi/Pi , (bi + l)/~d for 2 < i < k. (3.4) 
For fixed j, 0 ,< j < p, we consider those n with n = j(modp). Writing 
n = up + j, u >, 0, the condition (3.4) becomes 
{(UP +%%/P~) + - + (UP +j>@h/d + j/p> E V4pl , PI + O/PA 
((UP + H&/p& E Lbilpi 3 @i + l)/pi) for 2 6 i 6 k. (3.5) 
641/4/s-6 
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This is, in turn, equivalent to the condition that 
U&P + j)(MdL {@P + jWk/pkN) 
be an element of the set 
But the sequen=p = WP +~>@h)>,...,~(w +j)@k/pk)>>), u= QL Z..., 
is u.d. in Ek-l since 1, & ,..., flk are linearly independent over the rationals. 
Thus the asymptotic relative frequency of elements of p in the set Mj will 
be equal to h,+,(Mj), where hkB1 denotes the (k - l)-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure. Therefore the asymptotic relative frequency of solutions n of 
the original condition [@I 3 b,(modp,), 1 < i < k, will be 
So far, we have shown that w  will be u.d. in Zk iff 
; z;h,,(M,) = plp,I... prc for all t and all (b, ,..., b,). (3.6) 
IAt us note that h&i&) = (l/ph+l *** J’k) A(&) with 
Kj = 
I 
(x2 )...) Xh) E E”-‘: x2 + 
I 
. ..+xh+$lE[$.y), 
Thus (3.6) becomes 
P-l 
c A(&) = p1p2!.. Ph 
j=O 
for all t and all (b, ,..., bh). (3.7) 
We determine, for each (x2 ,..., &) in the brick 
Q = {(x2 ,..., xh) E Eh-l : xi E [&/pi , (bi + l)/pd, 2 < i B h}, 
the number of Ki to which (x2 ,..., &) belongs. We sety = {x2 4- **. + xh}, 
and then we have to find the number of j, 0 S j < p, such that 
(JJ + j/p} E [b,/p, , (b, + 1)/p& It is easily seen that, for irrational y, this 
condition is satisfied for exactly [py - pb,/pJ - [py - p(b, + 1)/p,] 
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values forj. Thus we have A-a.e. (i.e., with the possible exception of those 
points (x2 ,..., xn) with rational sum of coordinates): 
P-l 
z. CKj((XZ P-.-Y x78 
where cK, denotes the characteristic function of & . Let L be the set 
L = {(x2 ,..., xd E Q: {p(x2 + e-s + xk) - pbl/pl} 3 {p/p& Then the right- 
hand side of (3.8) is equal to [p/pJ for (x2 ,..., xJ E L, and equal to 
[pIpI] + 1 for (x2 ,..., xJ E Q - L. We obtain 
“c’ Wd = s, (% CK,) dh= [;I WI + ([+I + 1) 4Q - 0. 
j-0 i 
The condition (3.7) can then be written as 
b/P11 A(L) + ([P/P11 + 1>((1/P2 **’ Pd - htL)) = d..l& *” Ph 
for all t and all (b, ,..., b,), which is equivalent to 
for all t and all (b, ,..., bh). (3.9) 
Now we apply the transformation x, -+ xi/p, 2 < i < h, to the set L. 
Using the definition ofp and the pI , we see that L is then transformed into 
a set of the form A4 in (3.3). Since A(M) = pn-9(L), the condition (3.9) 
becomes 
4w = (02 -** thYSh-w - {t,/d), 
which does not depend on t any more, but should, of course, still hold for 
all bi . Because of the special form of M, it suffices to take, instead of 
b 1 ,..., b,, , only integers a 1 ,..., ah with 0 < ai < s for 1 < i < h. This 
completes the proof. 
We can draw some important conclusions from this theorem. First of all, 
we notice that the uniform distributivity of w  only depends on the coeffi- 
cients ti and s, and is independent of the specific values of the &. Further- 
more, the condition only depends on the first h coordinates, therefore we 
have 
COROLLARY 1. mP11v..~ h%lN is u.d. in .Zk zr (([n/II] ,..., [r&J)) is 
u.d. in Zh. 
Let us return, for a moment, to the original system calm ,..., C+$ . Suppose 
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that s 1 sj , si # 0, for some i in (3.1), and let this c~l$ play the role of a1 . 
Since the coefficients in (3.2) are just the absolute values of the corre- 
sponding coefficients in (3.1), we have s 1 t, in (3.2). But then the condition 
in Theorem 3.1 is satisfied in a trivial way. We have thereby settled another 
case of Theorem A (h = 1 can also be included by Theorem 2.7). 
COROLLARY 2. Ifs 1 si , si + 0, for some i in (3.1), then the sequence 
(([nq] ,..., [ncr,])) is 24.d. ira 2”. 
Resuming the study of the system /I, ,..., plc, let us remark that the 
condition in Theorem 3.1 is essentially geometric in nature. We give 
another equivalent condition which will facilitate the numerical treatment. 
We use gcd(s, ,..., Sk, s) = gcd(t, ,..., tk , s) = 1, which we did not need 
explicitly in Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. The condition in Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to 
s {vz + *.* + yh + a/s> 4, ..- dyh 00 
zxz s {vz + *.. + yh + (a/s) +jtl/s~dy2 *-* dyh (3.10) Qo 
for all integers a and j, where 
Q, = NYZ ,-.., yh) E Rh-l : 0 < yi < tJs, 2 < i < h}. 
Proof. For integers a, ,..., ah from Theorem 3.1, set 
Q = {(x, ,..., xh) E Rh-l : xi E [aiti/s, (ai + 1) tils), 2 < i < 4. 
The function 
f (x2 >***9 xh) = {x2 + “’ + xh - altl/s} - {x2 + “. + xh - (al + 1) t&j 
is equal to {tJs} on M and equal to {t,/s} - 1 on Q - M. Hence 
s of(Xz ,...,xd x, ... dX, = {t,/s} X(M) + ({&/s} - 1) X(Q - M). 
Then the condition on M expressed in Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to 
of(xz ,..., xh) dx, *** dxh = 0 for all aI ,..., ah , 
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which, in turn, is equivalent to 
s 
o{xz + .*a + xh + bt,/s) dx, ... dxh 
= 
s 
o (X2 + *** + xh + Ct,/S} dx, .*. dXh 
for all a2 ,..., a, and arbitrary integers b, c. Applying the substitution 
x2 = yi + a&s, 2 < i < h, yields 
= 1, b'z + "* + Yh + 6%/s) + @ztz/s) + *'* + @hth/s>> dy, *** dj'h . 
(3.11) 
Certainly, (3.10) implies (3.11). To show the converse, let a and j be 
arbitrary integers. Since tl ,..., th , s are relatively prime, we have 
(a/s} = {(qt,/s) + *es + (ahth/s)) for some a, ,..., ah. Take b = a, and 
c = a, + j in (3.11) and we obtain (3.10). 
4. AN INTEGRAL 
We give an explicit formula for integrals of the type occurring in (3.10). 
This formula will contain the Bernoulli numbers bi , i 2 0, defined 
recursively by b, = 1, Cy+, (“F) bi = 0 for n 3 1. First we show the 
following. 
LEMMA 4.1. For a real number c and nonnegative real numbers r and j, 
we have 
s 
1 {x + c}” dx = -!- 
j+l 
(r - i (--1p({cr + c>j+l - (0 + cl)). (4.1 
E==O 




’ {x + c}j dx = 1’ (x + c)’ dx = (rl?+cr+l - - 
0 0 j+I 
1 
= - (r - go (-lp({Er + c}j+l - {Er + c})). 
j+l 
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For 1 < r + c < 2, 
s 
i(x + c>j dx = /1-c o (x + c)j dx + 1’ l--c (x + c - l)j dx 
1 =--__ 
j+l 
jc;-t; + (r + c - l)j+l 
j+l 
1 
= - (r - 2 (-l)‘({Er + c}j+l - {Er + c})). 
j+l E=O 
In particular 
I 1 {x+c)jdx=j& 
For arbitrary r > 0 
AL+ 
j+l 
]$-j- ({r) - g (--1H{cr + cY+l - {er + 4) 
1 
= - (r - i (-l>‘({er + c}j+l - {Er + c})). 
j+l f=O 
We adopt the following convention: a summation symbol of the type 
c EU..,~~ stands for the sum over all 2V-U+1 possibilities for (V - u + I)- 
tuples of the form (E, ,..., eV) with l i = 0 or 1 for u < i < II. 
LEMMA 4.2. For h 3 2, let c, r2 ,..., rh be real numbers with rl 3 0 
for 2 < i < h. Then % . . . s s 0 :jy8+...+~i)+c)dYa...dyn 





(-lF”‘+Eh gl ( : ) h-j 
x lE2r2 + ‘-’ + chrh + c}j. (4.2) 
Proof. We proceed by induction on h. For h = 2, we have to show 
that 
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But this is just what we get from (4.1) with r = r2 , j = 1. Suppose (4.2) 
is shown for some h > 2. By using the induction hypothesis and (4.1), 
we obtain 
r2 "- wh+l zzz 
2 
s ThCl X bh+l f E2r2 + ‘-’ + Ehrh + c>’ dyh+, 0 
x rh+l - i. (-1)'Af1({E2r2 f "' 4 Eh+lrh+l f di+' 
- {E2r2 + -*a + Eh+lrh+l + cl)) 
x ({E2r2 + -a- + ch+lrh+l f #+'- iE2r2 f "' f Eh+lrh+lf cl) 
x ({E2r2 + "' + Eh+lrh+l f c>j - iE2r2 + "' f Eh+lrh+l + c>)- 
It remains to show that the coefficient of {E2r2 + -a- + Eh+lrh+l + c} in 
the inner sum, i.e., - cf:. (“‘;‘) bh+l-j, is just (“t’) bh . But this follows 
from C,“t (“‘;‘) bh+l-j = &, (“$‘) bj = 0. 
5. A POLYNOMIAL CONGRUENCE 
We now combine (3.10) and (4.2) to obtain a congruence in the ring of 
polynomials over the rationals. Set e, = gcd(t, , s). Then, in (3.10), 
w/4 = l/ f me s or some integer m > 0. Due to fomula (4.2), the condition 
(3.10) attains the form 
& (-l) A 
%+'-'+% il (i" ) bhej 1 'Zt2 + '** ,+ rhth + Q ! j  
C-l) 
%+--+eA~l ( j") bhwj I"& + '*'f ""f" + a +mell'e (5.1) 
A 
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Multiply both sides by sh, and set, for 1 < j < h: 
Then (5.1) can be written as 
y ('I) bjSjfn-j = y ( jh) b&h-, . 
+o .I j=O 
For an integer n, define 











gj = C L(r - u - mq) rj. (5.4) 
r-0 
Furthermore, from (5.3) we get 
(1 - x”“) *a* (1 - x”“) 
= L(0) + L(1) x + *.. + L(s - 1) x8-l(mod(xs - 1)). (5.5) 
It follows from (5.2) and (5.4) that condition (3.10) is equivalent to 
s-1 
z. (L(r - a) - L(r - a - meI)) y ( ‘.) bjsV-j = 0 
ho ,J 
for all a, m E 2, m > 0, (5.6) 
We set d, = C,“r,’ (i”> b&la-j, 0 9 r < s, and extend the definition by 
setting dt = d, if t = r(mod s). We can write (5.6) as 
S-l 
+Zo (L(r) - L(r - meI)) dr+a = O 
for all a, m E Z, 0 < a < s, m > 0. (5.7) 
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For a = s - 1 - i, 0 < i < s - 1, the expression on the left-hand side 
of (5.7) is just the coefficient of xi in the product 
(1 - P’)(L(O) + L(1) x + **’ + L(s - 1) x8-l) 
x (do xs-l + dl xs-2 + *** + a,-,> 
computed mod(x” - 1). Using (5.5), we have shown the following. 
LEMMA 5.1. The condition (3.10) is equivalent to the following 
congruence in the ring of polynomials with rational coe$cients: 
(xm”l - l)(+ - I) .-. (x”” - l)(d,g”-l + dIxS-2 + .*. + ds-3 
G O(mod(xs - 1)) for all m 3 0. 
We can make some simplifications. First of all, it suffices to take m = 1. 
Furthermore, put ei = gcd(t, , s), 2 < i d h. Let Q&V) be the n-th 
cyclotomic polynomial (all of them are known to be irreducible over the 
rationals). Then x8 - 1 = n,l, G&X), and, for 2 < i < h, xtf - 1 = 
IFI&, @P,(x) = l-he, @n(x) rInltd,nls @n(x) = w  - 1) I-L&,n<s @&I. 
Since the second factor in this expression is relatively prime to xs - 1, 
we arrive at the following. 
LEMMA 5.2. The condition (3.10) is equivalent to 
(x”’ - 1)(x”* - 1) ... (x”” - l)(d,,xJ-r + dIx8-2 + a.. + d,-,) 
= O(mod(x” - l)), (5.8) 
with d,. = C,“r,’ (p) b&r’+j, 0 < r < s; ei = gcd(t, , s), 1 < i < h. 
Since gcd(t, , s) = gcd(s, , s), we may now contritely return to our 
original system aI ,..., ak. We already know from Corollary 2 to 
Theorem 3.1 that we need not consider any more the case where et = s 
for some i, 1 < i < h. For s > 1 and h > 1, we introduce the following 
convenient way of speaking. 
DEFINITION 5.1. s > 1 is called admissible for h > 1, if there exist 
divisors e, of s, 1 < ei < s for 1 < i < h, such that (5.8) holds. 
LEMMA 5.3. Ifs = ppp2 * ** p?:, cj > 1, pj distinct primes, is admissible 
for h, then t = p1p2 . * * p,, is admissible for h. 
Proof. Let e, ,..., eh be the numbers corresponding to s according to 
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De&&ion 5.1. For each ei , we have ei 1 (s/qJ where qi is one of the p5 , 
1 <j < IZ. Therefore, 
(xshl - 1) . . . (&‘h - l)(d,,xS + **a + L&X) = O(mod(x” - 1)). 
Form the product of the first h polynomials on the left-hand side, and 
we get 
(- l)h ( c 
F1”‘Eh 
(-l)E1+“‘+% ~~‘(8/~L)+“‘~h(s/,,) (&.& + . . . + d,-,x) 
= O(mod(xs - 1)). 
Cancel (- l)*, multiply and reduce mod(x-’ - 1). The resulting coefficient 
ofxr,O<r <s,hastobezero: 
where (a) denotes the least residue of a modulo s. With t = plpz *a* pn , 




where (a)t denotes the least residue of a modulo t. For any v, 0 < v < t, 
we have 
d,, = ‘2 ( i” ) &.(tz#(uv)“-j = uh y ( h ) bit’vh-5 = uhd:! 
5=0 j=o J 
Therefore 
,zC (-l).l+.“f’hd~~(tlq~)+...+~h(tlqh)-i)t = 0 for all 0 < i < t, 
h 
which, by what we have seen above, is equivalent to 
(X(tk) _ 1 ) *a* (x (t’q,J - l)(ddt’xt + dl x (t) t--l + . . . + d;$x) 
E O(mod(x$ - l)), 
and the proof is complete. 
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LEMMA 5.4. If S = PIP2 *mm p,, , pi distinct primes, is admissible for h, 
then 
(d”“‘) - 1) ..a (x(“~,) - l)(dG’ + d#-’ + . ** + d& 
= O(mod(xs - 1)). (5.10) 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, we have 
(x 
(s/al) _ 1) . . . (,(sh) - l)(d,x” + dlxS-’ + **a + ds-lx) 
= O(mod(xs - 1)) (5.11) 
wheretheq,,l <i<h,aresomep,,l <j<n.Sincex8-lhasno 
multiple factors, it follows that we need only retain the distinct factors 
in (xslal - 1) .a. (xslah - 1). The remaining product is a divisor of 
(X’/“l - 1) . . . (x8/p, - l), and (5.10) follows. 
In the sequel, we often work with congruences modulo s. We accept a 
rational number in such congruences whenever its denominator is relatively 
prime to s. If the denominator of a rational number is squarefree and has a 
greatest common divisor d > 1 with s, but the rational number 
is multiplied by an integer divisible by d, then we think of the factor d 
being cancelled out, and the rational number is again acceptable. In 
particular, rationals of the form s/r with r squarefree are always acceptable, 
although we cannot say in general that they are =O(mod s). We also use 
the following simple consequence of von Staudt’s theorem [3; Theorem 
1181: the denominator of every Bernoulli number is squarefree. 
LEMMA 5.5. If S = plpz *a* pla , pi distinct primes, n 3 3, is admissible 
for h, then s divides h. 
Proof. We start from (5.10). Adopting the same method as in the 
beginning of the proof of Lemma 5.3, we arrive at a condition corre- 
sponding to (5.9): 
c (- l)El+“‘+% d 
<El(s/~l)+“‘+f,(s/~~,,)-m) = 0 for all m E 2. (5.12) 
l 1”‘En 
Using the definition of d, , we get from (5.12) 
for all m E Z. 
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For n > 2, we have for all pi 
Ig (f ) bjsj (f ,,CG 
n 
(-l)‘~+‘.‘+~n (~1; + ... + c”; - -)“-‘I = 0 
for all m E 2, (5.13) 
where the expression in parentheses is an integer. Taking into account the 
remarks preceding Lemma 5.5, we consider (5.13) mod s and obtain 
-$h (f c 
E1”.Cn 
(-l)“+-.+%(++ . . . + q- ->“-‘, 
R 
= O(mod s). (5.14) 
Let us note that 
( El-S_ + S PI ... f E, - - m PV3 > = E$+ Pl **a + E, i - m + tel..+, 
with t,,..., = n - [(el/pl) + a.. + (en/p,) - m/s]. For r >, 1, we have 
= f clx6n (-l)E1+*“+Fn (eI k + .** + E, k - m + tc,...,ns)’ 
. . 
= f ,& 
n 
(-1)E1+.‘.+‘n ((q k + ... + E, i - m)’ 
+ r (q i + ... + E, i - rn)‘-l tCI...Ens + terms divisible by 9). 
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Consider 
and compute the r-th powers. For all terms in which not all Ed occur, the 
alternating sum C,,..., is zero. On the other hand, the terms in which all 
ci occur are divisible by at least s”-l, or, together with the factor l/s, 
divisible by at least P-~. Since IZ > 3, we get mod s: 
Returning to (5.14), we get 
O(mod s). 
Since h(h - 1)/2 is an integer, we arrive at 
h C (-l)(l+-+% 
l 1”‘En 
E O(mod s) for all m E Z. 
Considering the congruence only modp, , 1 < i < PZ, we obtain 
or 
+ h (+ - m)‘-’ c (-lp+...+~+...+E~ 
a E1’“En 
ci=l 
X [?+***+k+***+z--$1 zO(modp,). 
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Choose m = O(modpJ and it follows that 
= O(mod pi). (5.15) 
If we can make the sum on the left-hand side $O(modp,), then we may 
conclude h z O(modpJ and we are done. 
For any value b/s of {(el/pI) + --a + (l/p<) + *** + (en/pn)} we have 
(~/pd + a-- + (l/pi) + -a- + (cn/ppr) = u + b/s for some u E 2. We 
multiply by s and consider the resulting equation modp$ , and we get 
b s PI *** Pi-IPi+ a** p,(modpi). In particular, b lies in a fixed residue 
class modp, . Let u/s be the smallest value of 
a/s is attained exactly once, since 
with & = 0 or 1 implies 
with some v E 2. We multiply by s and consider modp, with j # i, and 
we get ej(s/pj) = S,(s/pj)(modpi), or e3 = Si for j # i. Let f be the least 
multiple ofp, greater than a, i.e., f = ([U/pi] + l)p, . 
Now let 0 be the sum on the left-hand side of (5.15) corresponding to 
m = 0, and let T be the sum corresponding to m = f. We compare u and T. 
The value of [(cl/pI) + *a* + (l/pi) + *.* + (cn/pn) -fls] is different 
from 
But the only possible value for this inequality is a/s, and a/s is attained 
exactly once. Thus we have u - 7 = Al, and one of (J and r is 
Mmod pi)* 
For 12 = 2, the above general proof does not go through, but we can 
still verify the same statement by a rather straightforward approach. 
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LEMMA 5.6. Ifs = pq, p and q distinct primes, is admissible for h, then 
s divides h. 
Proof. For the proof of (5.13), we only needed n > 2. Take s = pq, 
m = 0 in this equation, and we get 
bipjqi (p$ ((p + q)h-i - ph-j - 4h”)) = 0. 
Forj = h - 1, the expression in big parentheses is zero. Thus 
“c’ ( ‘: ) bjpiq’ ((” ; 3 ph-i-2 
WI J 
+ (” ;l)p’“-‘-sq + *** + (h “7’ 1) qh-j-2) = 0. (5.16) 
Considering this equation modpq, we are left with (h = 2 is easily seen to 
be impossible) 
(3 b. ((f)p”” + (h ! 1) qh-2) 
+ (;) bq ((” ; ‘) phm3 + (t 1 i) qhS) = O(modpq), 
or 
h(ph-2 + qh-2) _ h(h; ‘) pq(ph-3 + qh-3) = O(modpq). 
Since h(h - 1)/2 is an integer, we get hq”-2 = O(modp), hpaw2 = O(mod q), 
and so s divides h. 
6. CONCLUSION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We have now set the stage for successfully resolving the remaining cases 
of Theorem A. We make use of the following notion: for a prime p, let 
o, be the exponential p-adic valuation of the rationals, normalized by 
o,(p) = 1. As is well known, o,(a!) = ~~=, [a/pi] for a > 1 [IO]. 
LEMMA 6.1. Ifs is divisible by at least three distinct primes, then s is 
not admissible for any h > 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, it suffices to consider s = plp2 *** pn , pj 
distinct primes, n > 3. Let p be one of the odd primes among the pj . 
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By Lemma 5.5, p divides h. Set o,(h) = c > 1. We show h = O(modp”+l), 
and thereby arrive at a contradiction. Since n 3 2, we have (5.13). 
Furthermore, 0,((F) b$) >, c + 1 for 1 < j < h - 1. This is certainly 




>j-l+c--I- ’ =c+sj-1 
P--l 
>c++>e+1. 
If we now consider (5.13) modp”+l, we get 
f,c~(-l)~l+.-.+En(~~~ + ..a + 6”; - )?z)~ = O(modp”+‘). 
We choose m = O(mod p) and, as in the proof of Lemma 5.5, 
t ‘l...c” = - [$ + . . . + 2 _ J!c], 
Then 
f ,,& 7s (-l)fl+...+fn (el c + .-. + E, k - m>” 
= +,lYc 
n 
(-l)q+.*.+En (el E  ..a +ln; - m + tcl...&)’ 
+ h (el i + ... 4 E, k)‘-’ (tcl...r,s - m) 
+ i ( h )(q k + ... + E, i)h--J (tE1...Ens - m>j). 
+z J 
Again, as above, we have 
~~((y)p'-l) 2 c + 1 for j > 2. (6.1) 
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Therefore, 
+ h c (-l)rl+--+fn 
El”‘E, ( 
+ + . . . + cnL)h-l 
X fcl...cs - $ = O(modp’+‘). (6.2) 
We look at the first sum in (6.2). Compute the h-th powers. For all terms 
in which not all ei occur, the alternating sum &..cB is zero. Thus we need 
only consider the terms in which all l i occur. Those are of the form (after 
dividing by S) 
Now p is one of the pr . For definiteness take p = p1 ; then 
h! Sh-l 
0, a,! a,! a.* a,! palp,ol -a-p> 
= h - al - 1 + 0, ((h ! ,)) b c + 1 
by (6.1), since h - a, > 2 (here we use n > 3). Thus, from (6.2), we are 
left with 
= O(mod pc+l). 




The foregoing sum is of the same type as that one appearing in (5.15). 
By what we have seen there, we can make the sum +O(modp), and 
therefore A qz? O(modp). But then (6.3) implies h = O(modp”+l). 
LEMMA 6.2. Ifs is divisible by exactly two distinct primes, then s is not 
admissible for any h > 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, it suffices to consider s = pq, p and q distinct 
primes. At least one of p and q, say q, has to be odd. By Lemma 5.6, q 
divides h. Put o,(h) = c > 1. Again we show h = O(mod qc+l). We have 
(see (5.16)) 
+ (” ;qph-l-sq + . . . + (h “Ti 1) qh-‘-2j = 0. 
Furthermore o,(($ bjqj) > c + 1 for 1 6 j < h - 2 (see beginning of 
the proof of Lemma 6.1). Thus, modulo q c+l, the only term left is the one 
corresponding to j = 0: 
hph--2 + (;, ph-3q + . . . + (h ; 1) qh-2 = O(mod q’+l). 
Thus, by (6.1), hph-2 = O(mod qcfl), or h = O(mod qc+l). 
Thus we are left with the case of s being a prime power. We can easily 
show that the only possibility is: h odd, s a power of 2. 
LEMMA 6.3. Ifs = pa, p prime, is admissible for h > 1, then h is odd 
andp = 2. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, s = p has to be admissible for the same h. 
Then, in (5.8) ei = 1 for 1 d i < h. Taking (5.8) modulo Q,,(x) = 
xP-l + xP-2 + . . . + 1, weget 
d@‘-l + d,xp-2 + ..a + d,-, = O(mod G,(x)). 
Since d, = 0, we have 0 = d1 = C,“r,’ (j”) bjpj. Module p we get 
1 - hp/2 =_ O(mod p), which is only possible if h is odd andp = 2. 
We conclude the proof of Theorem A by settling case (ii) of this theorem. 
By Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, we have ruled out all possibilities except 
s = 2”, h 3 3 odd. 
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LEMMA 6.4. Let h be at least three and odd. Then s = 2a, a > 1, is 
admissible for h @a = 1. 
Proof. Consider first the case a > 1. Taking (5.8) module Q,(x) and 
using d, = 0, we get 
dlxS-2 + dzxS-3 + ..* + d,-, = Q),(x) g(x) (6.4) 
with some polynomial g(x) over the rationals. But G,(x) = x2”-’ + 1, 
thus the degree of g(x) is at most 2a-1 - 2. Comparison of coefficients 
in (6.4) yields, in particular, that dl = dz.-l+l . By the definition of d, , 
we get: 
h-l h 
2 ( j  ) bj2”Wa-1 + I)~-j - I) = o, 
or 
z (T ) bj2ai2a-1 
x 
( 
2(a-1m+-1) + (" 7-j) 2(a-l)(h-j-2) + . . . + (h fyi 1)) = 0. 
Divide by 2@-l and consider the remainder modulo 2=-l. For j > 1, we 
have 02(bj2’j) 3 a - 1. Looking at the term corresponding to j = 0, 
we arrive at h 3 O(mod 29, a contradiction. 
By (5.8), s = 2 will be admissible for h iff (x - l)&(d,x + dl) = 
z O(mod(x” - l)), or, equivalently, d, = dl . We complete the proof by 
showing dl = cfii (3 bj2j = 0. Using both bh = 0 and the convention 
employed in [8; chap. IX], we can write dl = 2h(+ + b)“. We have 
(4 + b)” + (-4 + b)h = cfzt, (2) bj((&)h-’ + (-4)“~3. For j 3 2, either 
bf = 0 or (&)h-g + (-&)h-j = 0. Thus (+ + b)h + (-4 + b)n = -h(i))“-l. 
On the other hand, from [8; chap. IX, Eq. (B)] with f(x) = xh and 
x= -4: (Q + b)h - (-4 + b)h = h($)h-l. Combining the last two 
equations, we get the desired result (+ + b)h = 0. 
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